SAN FRANCISCO’S TILDEN HOTEL CONCLUDES 2018 TILDEN ART SERIES
WITH LOCAL ARTIST MIKE GOSBEE
Boutique Hotel Celebrates San Francisco’s Art Scene in a Year-End Reception
SAN FRANCISCO (November 8, 2018) – Tilden Hotel announces abstract artist Mike
Gosbee as the hotel’s featured artist in the latest installment of its growing Tilden Hotel Art
Program. In a dedicated commitment to shine a light on San Francisco’s spirited creativity
and engaging community, Gosbee’s art will be displayed in the lobby for eight weeks,
beginning December 4, providing a space for thought and respectful discussion for hotel
guests and locals alike.
To kick off the two-month residency, the hotel will host a welcome reception on Tuesday,
December 4 from 5-8 p.m. to honor Gosbee in what is known as Tilden Tuesday. The event
is a bimonthly art gathering that takes place on the first Tuesday of every other month. Free
and open to all, the night features live music and complimentary small bites and beverages
crafted by The Douglas Room, the hotel’s signature speakeasy-style bar. All past artists
spotlighted as part of the hotel’s 2018 series will attend the event with art available for
purchase.
“We are deeply committed to supporting the local San Francisco community, and our
ongoing artist showcase provides a unique opportunity for locals and guests to engage
directly with the talented artists,” said Jason Webb, general manager of the Tilden Hotel.
“We are proud to provide an avenue for rising artists to display and sell their work and play
a role in keeping our city’s culture alive, approachable, and accessible.”
Tilden Hotel Art Program 2018 Featured Artists
APRIL: Allen Ellison
Ellison helped launch the Tilden Hotel Art Program as the first showcased artist with works
focused on digital photography of highly experimental portraits, cityscapes and abstract
photographs (water, smoke, bubbles, etc.).
JUNE: Tan Sirinumas with Poetry by Jesse James Johnson
Originally from Thailand, Sirinumas combines poetry, photography and sculpture to create
three-dimensional designs, which articulate the meeting of San Francisco architecture and
nature, and the poetry of personal history and memory, layered with his immense love for
his home in San Francisco.
AUGUST: Janet Williams
Williams’ Mindscapes is a series of photographs that range from various adventures at
Burning Man to daily San Franciscan scenes observed. It also includes self-portraits,
Rorschach-style ink blots and excerpts of personal poetry collaged together to make a
personal mindscape.
OCTOBER: Chris Cook
Cook is a multi-talented artist and musician who works in a variety of mediums, including
textile screen-printing, decoupage, mural painting and electronic-based installations. He is

heavily involved in the San Francisco art scene and works regularly with several non-profit
organizations such as The Central City SRO Collaboration (CCSRO) and CounterPulse.
DECEMBER: Mike Gosbee
Inspired by the Dada art movement, Gosbee is drawn to abstract pieces for the process in
which he finds the beauty in chance configurations, the overlooked layers and its
complexity. Gosbee creates ceramics and collages of rearranged ripped and cut paper.
Tilden Hotel Art Program is supported through the local community, the Tilden Art
Committee and its partner Hospitality House, whose community program has funded
studios for local artists with socioeconomic struggles. Each year, more than 3,500 artists
access the program. 100 percent of proceeds of art purchased at Tilden Tuesday will go
directly to the artists.
###
ABOUT TILDEN HOTEL
Walking distance to Union Square in San Francisco, Tilden Hotel is a 118-room boutique
hotel designed by Studio Tack. Tilden Hotel reinterprets ideas of minimalism with a refined
sense of composure instilled in every space, from the residential-inspired lobby and relaxed,
sophisticated guest rooms to the lively speakeasy restaurant & bar, The Douglas Room.
Other amenities include a locally sourced mini bar, Café Tilden serving Equator Coffee
espresso drinks and drip coffee, The Rooftop signature indoor/outdoor event space with
360-degree city views, and artwork installations by local artists throughout. For reservations
and additional information on Tilden Hotel, visit www.tildenhotel.com, call (415) 673-2332,
or connect on Instagram @tildenhotel or Facebook @TildenHotel.
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